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Responding to Climate Change
How can we best prepare our District to adapt as our climate changes?
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Our natural environment, our homes, workplaces and the areas we spend our free time are already

feeling some of the consequences of our changing climate. We are experiencing more frequent weather

extremes and e�ects, including �oods, droughts and �res. We have a large coastline, inhabited by

thousands of residents. Adding to the complexity, much of our public infrastructure is built near the

coast.

Current risks relating to climate change in Tasman District include:

damage to/loss of assets, property, infrastructure and facilities from coastal storm inundation

events, sea level rise, �ooding and/or wild�re;

issues with water supply security;

increased wastewater over�ows;

increased periods of drought;

increased biosecurity incursions and impacts on biodiversity.

We don’t yet know how quickly climate change will a�ect our communities, or how severe those e�ects

will be, but legislation, and the (Government’s) decision to declare a nationwide climate emergency, has

committed New Zealand to taking action now.

The Climate Change Response Act requires us as a Council to reduce our carbon emissions and prepare

for and adapt to the e�ects of climate change. We intend to continue managing our commercial forests

as a way of partially o�setting our emissions.

Through our 10-Year Plan, we intend to increase the resilience of our infrastructure against sea level rise

and extreme weather events.

The Tasman Climate Action Plan (2019) charts a path for contributing to the reduction of greenhouse gas

emissions, building our resilience and adapting to our changing environment. Many of the activities

planned to help us adapt to, and mitigate the e�ects of climate change are things that we would be

doing as part of our business as usual – such as tree planting, waste reduction programmes and new

cycle paths.

Our Climate Action Plan collates all these actions together into one plan, and also identi�es several new

initiatives.

As part of developing our Tasman Environment Plan under the Resource Management Act, we’re working

on a project to involve our Tasman Bay/Te Tai o Aorere and Golden Bay/Mohua communities in planning

for how we can best respond to sea level rise and coastal hazards.
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A range of business as usual expenditures across our 10-Year Plan are likely to have positive impacts on

climate change, including:

$9.3 million for waste management and minimisation initiatives (paid for via government levy).

$38 million for active transport (Council contribution $18.6 million).

$14.9 million for public transport (Council contribution $7.3 million).

$10.1 million for tree planting to help store carbon (Council contribution of $9 million).

Work to identify the vulnerability of critical infrastructure to natural hazards and climate change.

Continue the Coastal Management project looking at long-term adaptive planning for sea level rise

and coastal hazards.

Investigate options for a more agile response to biosecurity and pest management issues.

Continue to manage and own our commercial forestry with a current worth of $47.1 million.

We also propose to suspend contributions to the Emergency Fund for the next four years to soften the

rates impacts of our upcoming work programme. However, we will make sure we have enough “debt

headroom” that we can borrow extra money if we need to in the event of an emergency.

We have also received signi�cant Government funding to help us implement our climate change

response projects, so the full cost does not fall solely on Tasman residents. Government funding

amounts to $37.3 million (Waka Kotahi/NZTA $27 million) over the next 10 years, with Council’s

contribution being $37 million.

Our Future 

Our communities are sustainable, resilient and involved in adaptive planning processes to respond to the

e�ects of a changing climate.

The choice we face 

Where to spend our time, e�ort and funds to best prepare the Tasman community for the likely e�ects

of climate change and mitigate our greenhouse gas emissions is a key decision we need to make.

Our preferred option A 

A�ordable level of investment spread over the next 10 years. 

 Over the next 10 years, in addition to the business as usual expenditures outlined above, we plan to
invest in a number of new initiatives to implement our Climate Action Plan, including:  

$0.3 million for monitoring Council’s greenhouse gas emissions and reduction planning.

$0.6 million for energy e�ciency and renewable energy initiatives for Council buildings.

$1.2 million for energy e�ciency initiatives in Water Supply and Wastewater.

Learn more about our climate response (https://tasman.govt.nz/link/climate-response)

https://tasman.govt.nz/link/climate-response


  E�ect on rates: For every $1 million spent on operating costs associated with climate change

increases rates by about 1.3% 

E�ect on debt: Every $1 million spent on capital projects adds $1 million to debt (assuming Council

funds). 

E�ect on levels of service: Increase. 

Alternative option B 

Higher investment in the short term.  

This option would see us investing more on climate change actions during the next 10 years. In addition

to the investment in our Preferred Choice A, this would allow us to:  

Advance active transport initiatives (e.g. earlier installation of protected cycleways, earlier creation

of more cycle friendly town centres, earlier creation of slow speed residential areas) by spending an

additional $37.4 million (Council contribution $18.3 million).

Support the local Warmer Homes programme ($150,000 per year, unleashing $1.35 million in Energy

E�ciency & Conservation Authority (EECA) funding and enabling the insulation of 500 homes).

Continue our contributions to the Emergency Fund in Years 1 to 4 of the 10-Year Plan of

approximately $1.6 million per year.

This option means a higher investment in the short term, but a more proactive response to climate

change to meet the needs of our community. It may also mean that investment in later years could

reduce.

There will be an impact on debt levels to allow the additional programmes and contributions to proceed.

If Waka Kotahi/NZTA does not provide the expected funding contribution to the active transport

initiatives, the full cost would fall on Tasman residents, or the initiatives will not proceed.

E�ect on rates: In Year 1, the increased costs are $2.1 million, which increases rates by about 2.5%. On

average, the increased costs equate to $1.8 million per annum across the 10 years.

E�ect on debt: $0.6 million (Year 1 of LTP). On average $1.3 million per annum across the 10 years

E�ect on levels of service: Further increase. 

Have your say

Do you support the Council’s proposed response for adapting and responding to

climate change? Have your say using the easy online form.

Have your say (https://submissions.tasman.govt.nz/my-council/public-

consultation/submission/new/1273/Tasmans-10-Year-Plan-2021---2031)

https://submissions.tasman.govt.nz/my-council/public-consultation/submission/new/1273/Tasmans-10-Year-Plan-2021---2031


Ask a Question (https://ltp.tasman.govt.nz/q-and-a)

Supporting information

See all consultation documents and supporting information.

Learn more (https://ltp.tasman.govt.nz/big-choices/supporting-information)
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